
Group Activity: Considering Both Sides of an Issue 
 
Goals: Considering both sides of an argument; weighing and evaluating opposing 
arguments; finding examples to support arguments; making connections 
 
Time allocated: 30 minutes 
 
Task: Each group will be given one of the statements below. For the statement you are given, 
I want you to first argue in its favour, and then to argue against it.  
 
What you need to produce: First, think of and list as many examples as you can from the 
book to support each side of the argument. You can list them as episodes from the book, or 
you can provide direct quotations. You should have a mix of examples and quotations. Also, 
try to use citations that cover different parts of the book, and citations that we have not yet 
discussed in class. The more examples and quotations you have, and the more varied 
they are, the higher your grade will be. 
After you have listed as many examples and citations as you can, write a 3-4 sentence 
reason why you think your statement is true, and, on the other hand, why you think it’s false. 
 
How you should proceed: 
First 10 minutes: Find as many examples and citations as possible to support statement 
Next 5 minutes: Based on examples and citations, explain why you think statement is true 
Next 10 minutes: Find as many examples and citations as possible to refute statement 
Next 5 minutes: Based on examples and citations, explain why you think statement is false 
 

Ø The more examples and citations you have, the higher your grade will be. 
Ø Your entire group should work on each step together. Do not split up into sub-groups 

and have one half work on for, and one half on against. 
Ø After the group part of the activity, you will share your responses with the class. 

 
Theses: 
 

1. Duddy’s goal of becoming successful is sabotaged by of the circumstances he was 
born into.  

 
2. Duddy is not completely aware of the damage he causes to other people throughout 

the novel. 
 

3. Duddy’s real “masters” are Simcha, Uncle Benjy, and Max, not Cohen, Dingleman, and 
Calder. 

 
4. Duddy believes that friendship only serves to stand in the way of success.  

 
 
 
 


